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Abstract 
Due to the data sparseness problem, the lexical information from a treebank 
for a lexicalized parser could be insufficient. This paper proposes an approach 
to learn head-modifier pairs from a raw corpus, and to integrate them into a 
lexicalized dependency parser to parse a Chinese Treebank. Experimental re-
sults show that this approach not only enlarged the coverage of bi-lexical de-
pendency, but also improved the accuracy of dependency parsing significantly. 
1 Introduction 
The emergence of treebank of many languages makes it possible to use lexical 
information in parsers, such as Collins (1999) and Charniak (2000) for English, 
Uchimoto et al. (2000) and Kudo and Matsumoto (2002) for Japanese, and Cao 
et al. (2005) for Chinese.  But, due to the data sparseness problem, the state-of-
the-art lexicalized parsers are mainly based on un-lexical information. For ex-
ample, Bikel (2004) indicated that Collins’s parser used bi-lexical dependencies 
only 1.49% of the time. In other cases, it backed off to condition a word on its 
phrasal and part-of-speech category. 
Head-modifier pairs, which mean pos-tagged word pairs with dependency re-
lations, can help recognize lexical preference for parsing. For example, in the 
Chinese sentence shown in Figure 1, the head-modifier pair ‘浦东/NN建设
/NN’1 can help recognize the correct head of ‘浦东/NN’ as ‘建设/NN’ when 
there only exists back-off dependency ‘NNNN’ 2 in training data.  
                                                 
1
 The head-modifier pair ‘wk/pkwh/ph’ means word wh with pos-tag ph is the head of word wk 
with pos-tag pk. All the pos-tags appearing in this paper follow the definition in Penn Chinese 
Treebank. 
2
 The dependency ‘pkph’ means any word with pos-tag ph is head of any word with pos-tag pk. It 
is the back-off of dependency ‘wk/pkwh/ph’, which means word wh with pos-tag ph is the head of 
word wk with pos-tag pk.  
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 Figure 1. A Chinese sentence and its dependency tree.  
(a) input sentence with word and pos-tag; (b) dependency tree of input sentence 
In this paper, we proposed an approach which learns head-modifier pairs 
automatically from a large raw corpus to introduce more bi-lexical dependencies 
that could not be obtained from Treebank due to data sparseness problem, and 
then uses these head-modifier pairs to improve lexicalized dependency parsing 
on a Chinese Treebank. In the proposed approach, the raw corpus is first seg-
mented and pos-tagged by an existing morphological analyzer, and then it is 
parsed by a deterministic parser. Finally, reliable head-modifier pairs are ex-
tracted from the parsed sentences and their probabilities are calculated. 
We did experiments on Penn Chinese Treebank 5.1 (Xue et al., 2002). The 
experimental results proved that by using the learned head-modifier pairs, not 
only the coverage of bi-lexical dependency was enlarged by 29.55%, but also the 
dependency accuracy of the lexicalized dependency parser was increased by 
0.61% significantly. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 shows the way to learn 
head-modifier pairs from a raw corpus. A lexicalized dependency parser used as 
test bed is described briefly in Section 3. Section 4 shows how to integrate the 
learned head-modifier pairs into this parser.  Experimental results are discussed 
in Section 5. Section 6 introduces the related work. Finally, Section 7 gives a 
brief conclusion and indicates the directions for the future work. 
2 Learning Head-modifier Pairs from Chinese Gigaword 
2.1 Preprocessing of  Chinese Gigaword 
We choose Chinese Gigaword (Graff et al., 2005) as the raw corpus to learn 
head-modifier pairs. In this corpus, 1,033,679 files written in simplified Chinese 
are used, which include 499,176,000 Chinese characters totally.  
The raw corpus is first segmented and pos-tagged by a Chinese morphological 
analyzer (Nakagawa and Uchimoto, 2007). Then a Chinese deterministic parser 
(Yu et al., 2007) is applied to parse the whole corpus. 
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2.2 Extracting Reliable Head-modifier Pairs 
To calculate probability of head-modifier pairs precisely, we need to extract reli-
able head-modifier pairs from the parsed corpus. Whether a head-modifier pair 
is reliable depends on the parsing accuracy. Thus we first select good parses 
from all the parsed sentences, and then extract reliable head-modifier pairs from 
these good parses. 
 Selecting good parses 
In the proposed approach, we look sentence as the unit for good parse selec-
tion, and assume that the parse of a short sentence is more accurate than the 
parse of a long sentence. Figure 2 shows the different dependency accuracy (see 
equation 10) of the deterministic parser on 1,800 sentences from Penn Chinese 
Treebank 5.1 with different maximum sentence length3. It is obvious that the 
dependency accuracy increases while the maximum sentence length decreases. 
Thus, we choose maximum sentence length as a criterion for good parse selec-
tion. 
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Figure 2. Dependency accuracy and sentence coverage on different maximum sentence 
length (gold word segmentation and pos-tag are used in the experiment) 
Table 1. Dependency Accuracy of the deterministic parser on sen-
tences with no more than 30 words (%) 
Dependency Type4 all [N,V] [V,V] [N,N] [V,P] other 
Dependency Accuracy 88.14 90.17 65.08 88.03 85.01 91.04 
But, from Figure 2 we also find the sentence coverage decreases quickly to-
gether with the decrease of maximum sentence length. Therefore, we need to 
find a trade-off between dependency accuracy and sentence coverage. In the 
                                                 
3
  maximum sentence length means the maximum number of words in one sentence 
4
 ‘all, [N,V], [V,V], [N,N], [V, P], other’ are different dependency types which will be 
introduced in Section 5.3. 
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proposed approach, we choose the threshold of maximum sentence length as 30 
words empirically and extract all the sentences whose length is no more than this 
threshold as good parses. By this way, 44.95% (3,298,198) sentences from Chi-
nese Gigaword are selected, and the detailed dependency accuracy of the 
deterministic parser is shown in Table 1. 
 Extracting head-modifier pairs from good parses 
After selecting the good parses, we look all the head-modifier pairs in the se-
lected sentences as reliable pairs and extract them. Totally, we get 1,368,232 
reliable head-modifier pairs. 
2.3 Calculating Probability for Head-modifier Pairs 
The probability of head-modifier pairs, which we call as PHM, represents the 
probability of one word to be modifier given the other word. The maximum like-
lihood estimation of this probability is shown in equation 1. 
∑ →
→
=
i
hhii
hhkk
hhkkHM pwpwcount
pwpwcountpwpwP )//(
)//(
 )/|/(ˆ  (1) 
Here wk/pk represents a word wk with pos-tag pk. )//( hhkk pwpwcount →  in-
dicates the number of head-modifier pairs in which wh/ph is head of wk/pk. 
∑ →
i
hhii pwpwcount )//(  means the number of all the head-modifier pairs in 
which wh/ph is head.  
3 A Lexicalized Dependency Parser for Parsing Penn Chi-
nese Treebank 
We developed a Chinese lexicalized dependency parser as test bed. As one of 
the most famous parsing models, Collins’s statistical dependency parsing model 
(Collins, 1996) was selected as the basic model of our dependency parser. The 
aim of this parser is to take a pos-tagged sentence S=<w1/p1, w2/p2,…, wn/pn> 
(see Figure 1(a)) as input and then create a dependency tree Tbest (see Figure 
1(b)) as output. CKY algorithm is applied to decode the parse tree from bottom 
to up. 
)|(maxarg STPT
T
best =  (2) 
In our lexicalized dependency parser, a Chinese sentence is represented as the 
combination of a set of baseNPs (B), a set of conjunctive structures (C), and a 
set of dependencies (D) (see Figure 3). Thus T=(B,C,D) and 
),,|(),|()|()|,,()|( CBSDPSBCPSBPSDCBPSTP ××==  (3) 
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 Figure 3. Representation of the Chinese sentence in Figure 1 
In equation 3, the baseNP model P(B|S) is estimated by 
∏
=
==
n
i
iiinnn pwtPpwpwpwtttPSBP
1
221121 )/|()/,.../,/|...()|(  (4) 
where ti is the baseNP tag for wi/pi  (Yu et al., 2006). IOB tag definition is used 
for this tagging process. 
The conjunctive structure model P(C|B,S) is estimated by the string-similarity 
method proposed in Kurohashi and Nagao (1994). A Chinese thesaurus 
HowNet5 is used for the similarity calculation between words.  
P(D|S,B,C) is estimated by a dependency version of Penn Chinese Treebank. 
The phrase structure of Penn Chinese Treebank is transferred into dependency 
structure with dependency label by the toolkit Penn2Malt6.  
To estimate P(D|S,B,C), dependency D is first represented as D={Dk|1≤k≤m}, 
supposing there are m dependency relations in D totally. Dk is a triple repre-
sented as Dk = (wk/pk, wh/ph, Rk), which means wk/pk modifies wh/ph with depend-
ency label Rk, such as VMOD and NMOD in Figure 1(b). Then we can get 
∏
=
=
m
k
k CBSDPCBSDP
1
),,|(),,|(  (5) 
Referring to Collins’s model (Collins, 1996), if we define P(Rk| wk/pk, wh/ph) 
as the probability that wk/pk modifies wh/ph with dependency label Rk, the maxi-
mum-likelihood estimate of P(Rk| wk/pk, wh/ph) is  
)/,/(
)//()/,/|(ˆ
hhkk
hh
R
kk
hhkkk pwpwcount
pwpwcountpwpwRP
k
→
=  (6) 
Here )//( hh
R
kk pwpwcount
k
→  is the number of times that wk/pk modifies wh/ph 
with dependency label Rk, and )/,/( hhkk pwpwcount  is the number of times that 
wk/pk and wh/ph co-occur in the sentence. 
Therefore, we can get  
                                                 
5 http://www.keenage.com 
6
 http://w3.msi.vxu.se/~nivre/research/Penn2Malt.html  
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)/,/|(ˆ),,|( hhkkkk pwpwRPCBSDP ≈  (7) 
To handle the data sparseness problem, the back-off estimation strategy used 
in Collins (1996) is applied in this parser. 
4 Integrating Head-modifier Pairs into Lexicalized De-
pendency Parsing 
To apply the head-modifier pairs into the lexicalized dependency parser intro-
duced in Section 3, we change the definition of P(Dk|S,B,C) to be 
)/|/(ˆ)/,/|(ˆ),,|( hhkkHMhhkkkk pwpwPpwpwRPCBSDP ×≈  (8) 
By this way, the probability of head-modifier pairs is combined together with 
the probability of dependencies estimated by a treebank.  
5 Experimental Results and Discussion 
5.1 Data Set 
We use Penn Chinese Treebank 5.1 as data set in the experiments. The toolkit 
Penn2Malt is applied to transfer the phrase structure to dependency structure. 
9,684 sentences from Section 001-270, 400-931 are used to estimate P(Rk| wk/pk, 
wh/ph) by equation 6. 346 sentences from Section 271-300 are used as testing 
data. All the sentences in Section 1-9 are used to train the deterministic parser 
used in Section 2.1. Because our intuition of the experiments is to prove the ef-
fectiveness of applying head-modifier pairs into statistical dependency parsing, 
gold standard word segmentation and pos-tag are used in all the experiments. 
5.2 Results of Bi-lexical Dependency Coverage 
The objective of using head-modifier pairs in lexicalized dependency parsing is 
to introduce lexicalized preferences into parser, which could not be obtained 
from a treebank due to data sparseness problem. Thus we first compare the cov-
erage of bi-lexical dependency (see equation 9) on the gold standard data set for 
both head-modifier pairs learned from Chinese Gigaword and the dependencies 
learned from Penn Chinese Treebank.  
standard goldin  dependency bilexical all of #
standard goldin  existing dependency bilexical of #
.. =CovBilex  (9) 
Table 2 shows that compared with the dependencies learned from Penn Chi-
nese Treebank, the head-modifier pairs made the bi-lexical dependency coverage 
increase from 41.52% to 71.07%. This result indicates that the learned head-
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modifier pairs can introduce bi-lexical dependencies for the lexicalized depend-
ency parser successfully. 
Table 2. Coverage of Bi-lexical Dependency 
 Bilex.Cov. (%) 
Dependency from Treebank 41.52 
Head-modifier pair 71.07(+29.55) 
5.3 Results of Lexicalized Dependency Parsing 
Previous experiment proved that the learned head-modifier pairs can introduce 
bi-lexical dependencies successfully. In this experiment, we would like to verify 
that the accuracy of the lexicalized dependency parser can also be improved 
when parsing a treebank by using the bi-lexical dependencies. 
Two models of the parser introduced in Section 3 are tested in this experiment.  
 ‘w/o’ is the baseline model, which estimates P(Dk|S,B,C) by equation 7  
 ‘w/HM’ is the proposed approach, which estimates P(Dk|S,B,C) by equa-
tion 8 
We choose dependency accuracy (see equation 10), which is widely used for 
evaluating dependency parser, as the main evaluation metric in this experiment. 
Besides, dependency coverage (see equation 11) is calculated as an auxiliary 
evaluation metric. 
dependency detected of #
dependency detectedcorrect  of #
. =AccuDpnd  (10) 
dependency standard gold of #
dependency detectedcorrect  of #
. =CovDpnd  (11) 
We also classify the dependencies into five types to analyze the results in de-
tail. ‘[N,V]’ means head is verb and modifier is noun; ‘[V,V]’ means both head 
and modifier are verb; ‘[N,N]’ means both head and modifier are noun; ‘[V,P]’ 
means head is verb and modifier is preposition or vice versa; ‘other’ means other 
types of dependencies, such as head is noun and modifier is adjective. ‘all’ 
means all types of dependencies. 
Table 3 and Table 4 list the experimental results. These results show that 
through using the bi-lexical dependencies introduced by head-modifier pairs, 
both dependency accuracy and dependency coverage of the lexicalized depend-
ency parser were increased by 0.61% when parsing Penn Chinese Treebank. 
This improvement was regarded as statistically significant (McNemar’s test: 
p<0.0005).  
Figure 4 shows the dependency trees of an example sentence generated by the 
baseline model and the proposed approach. In Figure 4(a), the modifier of ‘以/P’ 
was incorrectly recognized as ‘奖/NN’ and the head of ‘以/P’ was also improp-
erly assigned as ‘称为/VV’ by the baseline model. It was because there did not 
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exist lexicalized dependencies ‘名字/NN以/P’ and ‘以/P命名/VV’ in the 
training data from Penn Chinese Treebank. But in Figure 4(b), ‘名字/NN’ was 
selected as modifier of ‘以/P’ and ‘命名/VV’ was chosen as head of ‘以/P’ 
properly by using the head-modifier pairs ‘名字/NN以/P’ and ‘以/P命名
/VV’ in the proposed approach.  
Table 3. Dpnd.Accu of different models  
Dependency Type w/o(%) w/HM(%) 
all 82.76 83.37(+0.61) 
[N,V] 84.45 85.97(+1.52) 
[V,V] 55.42 55.23(-0.19) 
[N,N] 84.68 85.19(+0.51) 
[V,P] 85.29 87.31(+2.02) 
other 86.75 87.00(+0.25) 
Table 4. Dpnd.Cov of different models  
Dependency Type w/o(%) w/HM(%) 
all 82.76 83.37(+0.61) 
[N,V] 84.52 86.04(+0.52) 
[V,V] 57.65 57.00(-0.65) 
[N,N] 83.10 83.80(+0.70) 
[V,P] 86.59 88.11(+1.52) 
other 86.78 87.12(+0.34) 
 
Figure 4. Dependency trees of an example sentence. (a) Dependency tree generated by 
baseline model; (b) Dependency tree generated by the proposed approach 
5.4 Discussion 
The experimental results proved that the proposed approach is effective for im-
proving the lexicalized dependency parsing on Penn Chinese Treebank. But 
there are still some works which should be considered in the future. 
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(1) In the proposed approach, we look sentence as unit and use maximum sen-
tence length as criterion for good parse selection. Then we extract all the head-
modifier pairs from the selected good parses as reliable pairs. This method is 
easy and efficient. But, by using this simple way, we cannot get reliable head-
modifier pairs for the dependency type whose accuracy is not good in the deter-
ministic parser.  
For example, Table 3 and Table 4 show that both the dependency accuracy 
and dependency coverage of ‘[V,V]’ type dropped after adding head-modifier 
pairs into parser. It was because the deterministic parser used for parsing Chi-
nese Gigaword only achieved 65.08% dependency accuracy for ‘[V,V]’ type 
(see Table 1) in selected sentences.  
There are two possible ways to solve this problem. The first way is to change 
the method for reliable head-modifier pair extraction, such as extracting the 
head-modifier pairs using the accuracy of different dependency types. The sec-
ond way is to enhance the good parse selection. For example, Reichart and Rap-
poport (2007) presented a sample ensemble parse assessment algorithm, which 
use the level of agreement among several copies of a parser, to predict the qual-
ity of a parse. Yates et al. (2006) proposed an algorithm which filters out high 
quality parses by performing semantic analysis. In our future work, we will try 
these ways to improve the reliability of extracted head-modifier pairs.  
(2) Currently, the probabilities of head-modifier pairs and the probability of 
dependencies estimated by a treebank are simply multiplied together in the pro-
posed approach (see equation 8). Assigning optimizing weights to different 
probabilities could be a possible way to enhance the parsing performance. We 
will consider about this work in the future. 
6 Related Work 
To our current knowledge, there were few works that apply head-modifier pairs 
into Chinese lexicalized parsing, except that Wu (2003) proposed an approach 
for learning the relations between verb and noun to improve parsing. Because of 
the different testing data set, it is difficult to compare our approach with Wu’s 
work. Roughly speaking, Wu’s work focused on the different types of verb-noun 
relations. But our approach pays attention to dependencies between all kinds of 
word pairs. 
Besides, there have been some works about handling lexical preference by 
case frame for syntactic analysis or other applications. For example, Kawahara 
and Kurohashi (2006) integrated automatically constructed Japanese case frames 
into a Japanese syntactic analyzer and achieved significantly improvement on 
web sentences. Abekawa and Okumura (2006) introduced the probability of de-
pendency and co-occurrence between verb and its case elements into Japanese 
dependency parsing. Sasano et al. (2004) used Japanese nominal case frames 
constructed from a large corpus to help indirect anaphora resolution. While the 
handling of lexical preference in these approaches were based on case frames, 
where not only the head-modifier pairs but also the information of case slots are 
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extracted. Compared with these works, our approach only uses the head-
modifier pairs to improve lexicalized dependency parsing. 
There were also several previous works of dependency parsing on Chinese 
treebanks. For example, Cheng et al. (2005; 2006) and Hall et al. (2006; 2007) 
applied shift-reduce deterministic parsing in Penn Chinese Treebank and Sinica 
Treebank (Chen et al., 2003). Sagae and Tsujii (2007) then generalized the stan-
dard deterministic framework to probabilistic parsing by using a best-first search 
strategy for parsing Sinica Treebank. In these works, lexical preferences were 
introduced as features for predicting parsing action, which was different from 
our usage of head-modifier pairs. Besides of them, Wang et al. (2005; 2006) 
proposed a bottom-up generative parsing model, which was completely lexical-
ized, to parse Penn Chinese Treebank by decomposing the generation of a parse 
tree into a sequence of steps. Compared with this work, our proposed approach 
applied the probabilities of bi-lexical dependencies into probabilistic model to 
overcome data sparseness problem, rather than introducing word similarity-
based smoothing to replace part-of-speech smoothing in Wang et al. (2005; 
2006).  
7 Conclusion and Future Work 
This paper proposed an approach to learn head-modifier pairs, which represent 
the bi-lexical dependencies, to improve a lexicalized dependency parser for pars-
ing a Chinese treebank. Experimental results show that by using the proposed 
approach, not only the coverage of bi-lexical dependency was increased, but also 
the dependency accuracy and dependency coverage of lexicalized dependency 
parsing were improved significantly. These results proved that the proposed ap-
proach can help enlarge the bi-lexical dependency which could not be obtained 
from treebank data due to data sparseness problem, and the learned bi-lexical 
dependency can help improve the lexicalized dependency parsing on a Chinese 
treebank.  
While, the proposed approach is only a preliminary work and has much future 
work to do. The considered future work includes extracting reliable head-
modifier pairs by considering about the accuracy of the deterministic parser on 
different dependency types; enhancing the method for good parse selection; as-
signing weights to different probabilities in the lexicalized parsing model; and so 
on. 
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